Introduction
me are dealing here with questions of internal mathematics in the modeis of Synthetic Differential Geometry.
Since the models usually considered involve ideals of differentiable functions, the validity of internal statements means the validity of certain properties concerning ideals of differentiable functions.
As it happens, even very elementary internal statements may lead to interesting problems concerning ideals of differentiable functions. In this paper, we show the following two statements to hold in the Dubuc topos % and in two other smooth toposes 9 and 9: (1) vftR~y.fP-o* (i,f) 20); (2) vf~RR[fIR,o=OAf/R,r,=Oljf~O (f lR,n means 'f restricted to R,,').
On the other hand, we consider a third question: (3) Are the arrows t" : R + R (n odd) and tn : R --f R,, (n even) stable effective epics in the sites of definition of the toposes $7, @ and Y?? In 181, van QubMoerdijk-Reyes show this to be true in either of the three sites for n = 2 and raise question (3) . The surprising fact is that for n > 2 this is no longer true in either case. This happens to be particularly interesting in the case of the site of the topos g. The paper is preceded by a Section 0 where we recall some results and fix the notations.
Section 0
Let C"(@) be the ring of all differentiable (of class C") functions Rk + R. The P-CO (Cm-compact open) topology in Cm(@) is the topology of uniform convergence on compacts of functions and all derivatives.
Let 1~ C"(@) be an ordinary ideal. I is said to be a closed ideal if 1 is a Cm-CO closed subset of Cm(@). Bywe denote the closure operator in C"(@).
Thus, I is closed iff f=I. Following Malgrange [7] we say that f E C"(@) is pointwise in an ideal IL Cm(@) iff for every x0 E Rk there exists h ~1 such that the Taylor series expansion of f at x0 equals the Taylor series expansion of h at x0, i.e. TzO(f)=7",, (h) . Concerning closed ideals we have the following well-known theorem by H. Whitney:
Theorem (see [7]). Let I5. C"(lRk) be an ideal. A function f is pointwise in I iff it is in 7. 0
On the other hand, an ideal IL C"(Rk) is said to be of local nature (or of local character, or germ determined)
iff for every f ECm(lRk), fe1 iff there exists an open covering {U,}, of lRk such that f) ", E II un (where 11 u, = ideal generated in C" (u,) by VI ",: h EI} (see [5] )). If ZC C"(fRk) is any ideal, there exists an ideal I^ which is the smallest local nature ideal containing I. Following [8] we call -II = category dual to that of finitely generated Cm-rings C"(Rk)/l presented by any ideal I.
-a3 = category dual to that of finitely generated Cm-rings C"(Rk)/l presented by an ideal I of local character. _ IF = category dual to that of finitely generated Cm-rings C"(Rk)/l, presented by a closed ideal 1. For instance, the typical object of IL is m/I, and an arrow
is a P-ring morphism f: C"(IR')/J+ C"(lRk)/I, which has to be evaluation at certain 'f ', f: Rk + R', such that for every h E J, h Of E I (see [5] for details).
Example. Denoting R =m
we have, for each n E N, the arrow t" : R -+ R, which corresponds to 'evaluation at t"'. This is the arrow mentioned in the introduction.
As usually (see [S,S] ) we equip these categories II, G and 1F with open cover topologies as described in [S] . Again following [8], we call g, FJ (the Dubuc topos, also called g in [2, 3] ) and @ the corresponding categories of sheaves.
Let us introduce the following notation:
(also CIY(Z) =I, Cl, (I) =Z, Cl,$ (I) =I). An ideal Z is said to be C-closed (C= II, G;, F or C= 7, %9,$) if Cl,(Z) = Z. Thus 'to be G-closed' means 'to be of local character', 'to be @'-closed' means 'to be Cm-CO closed' and 'to be g closed' means nothing: every ideal is y closed.
(ii) We think of the functions of Cm(@) and C"(Rkt') as functions of the variables R= (xi, . . . ,xk) and (x, ?) = (x1, . . . ,xk, t,, . . . , t,) respectively.
If ZC_ Cm(@) is any ideal, we may assume that IL Cm@+'), since a function of R is also a function of (5 7) which does not depend on ?. Of course, Z is not an ideal of Cm(Rk+') but it generates an ideal that we call I(% F). With this notation, and the one introduced in point (i), we have that the Cartesian product in the category C (C= U_, G;, [F, $j?", 99 or S) is given by F@j/ZxC"(RR')/J= c"(~k+')/ClC(Z(37,t)+J(t;X)).
A usual notation we will use is 0.4. Notation. Let Xc R" be any closed set. mx stands for the ideal of all functions of Cm(@) vanishing on X. Similarly, rn; is the ideal of all functions of Cm@) such that f and all its derivatives vanish on X. Such an f is said to be flat on X. Thus, rn: = {fe Cm(@) : f is flat on X}.
Let us recall the following lemmas: 0.5. Lemma (see [lo] for ItI ~1 and define vlj(t) = Y(t/Ej). It is easily seen that the series S(X, t) = CL, Ai(X)qi(t). (P/i!) has the required properties.
0
Finally we recall a well-known lemma. By the way, we remark that it is this lemma which implies that the congruence associated in the standard way to an ideal 15 C"(V)
is a Cm-ring congruence (see [4] 
+a.). Of course, h,(x)=(l/(X!)/(a~a~h/ana)(x,o). 0
We are going to work on certain statements in the logic of the toposes $", ~9 and 9.
The details about internal logic in a topos may be found in [I, 61.
Section 1
In this section we show that in the topos C (C= %,9', $+'), the following formula holds internally:
(1) (iv) Analogously, an arrow x : X + R 'is ~0' iff it factors through R20+ R). for t <O such that for all 1, m, 6 j, d2$,".' 
I-
We have to show that gjE C" (E) . It suffices to show that for all ke tK
This derivative is a sum of terms of the form (f'(t). p(r)(t))/cpS(t) and this is equal to ng=i (P~ssi(t)/y?(t). p"'(t). Now, each of the quotients P;"'/p tends to zero as t tends to zero, as follows from two applications of L'Hospital rule. 0
The following lemma is well-known as well as easy to prove:
Lemma. Let cpeC2(1R2) be such that cp"rO and (say) f~C'([o,l]). Then u7(!; f(t) dt) 5 j; M(t)) dt. q
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Take Q E rnlR," and write Q and each of its derivatives as a product of m functions of mR,O, choose for-every m E tb.l, say, Q"'(t) = nj"=, PI". By Lemma 1.3, we can v, urns_ satisfying Lemma 1.3(i) and such that Pjl'm~~.mlR,o.
We define h:Rk-+R by
.wo 0 otherwise.
(Notice that 6 f(~, t) dt<O implies ii &f(x, t))dt >O). We assert that h E C"(lRk).
To see this we prove the following sublemma:
Sublemma. If ,Yj ---)X0 as j + 00, ld f(Xj, t) dt < 0 and ji f(Xo, t) dt = 0, then
Proof. The derivative we are considering is equal to a sum of quotients of the form e"'(!: An;, 0 dt) + A@;)
The absolute value of this quotient is, by Lemma 1.4, less than or equal to which tends to zero since jd f(Xj, t) dt tends to zero. 0 Let us return to the proof of Theorem 1.2. We had to prove that hECm(lRk).
But we know that h is C" in G = {a: ji f($ t)<O}, and by the sublemma, any derivative of h(z) tends to zero as KE G tends to a point of CC. This shows that he C"(L?). Now, from the definition of h it follows that Q($ f(,$ t) dt) = /Z(X). jd cp(f(~, t)) dt. And, by hypothesis we know that &j@, t)) E Cl,(Z@, t) + mro,il(~,~)) (C= 3 g,@).
The proof now follows easily:
(a) C = y: q(f(~, f)) = Cj Aj (% t) Zz, (3) + xi Bj @, t>mj (t) for certain
hj E I,
(b) C= g : In this case the ideal Z is assumed to be of local nature, and our hypothesis say that p(f(%, t)) is locally a linear combination of elements of 
A,($t)hj(X_)+Cj B,(X,t).u~j(t).
Then, for RE U we have 
Lemma. Formula (2) is internally valid in the topos C (C= $?,g, YJ ) iff the following condition holds:
For every C-closed ideal IL C"QRk),
Proof. Easy. 0
Theorem. Condition (2') holds, and so, (2) holds internally (C= g,S, $9).
Proof. We first prove that (2') holds in the case C= 9, i.e., (I@, t) + mR,,(t,X)) fl (I@, t) + mR,J = Z(,F, I). The inclusion > is obvious. To prove the converse inclusion, take f 
(~, t) E (I(,?, t) + mR,,(t, x)) fl (I(.?, t) + mR,,(t, K)

) E C"(@+').
Moreover, for all a,j, (In fact, Lemma 0.6 is stated for a single series S. But it is easily seen from the proof of Lemma 0.6 that if we have a finite number of series Si (1 sism), the functions qj can be chosen to be the same for all the S'i's). NOW, notice the following: 
el(t,Q = H(t)(e,(t,R)-e2(t,K))
TO see that ei EI(x, t) it suffices now to show that H
(t). (A;(z, t) -.s~(.z, t)) E C"([Rk+'
). This is immediate from (ii). This finishes the proof in the case C= y.
The case C= 9 follows easily from the previous one since taking local nature closure preserves intersection.
The proof in the case C=@ is an easy consequence of Theorem 0.1. 0
Section 3
In this section we prove that the arrows t" : R + R (n odd) and t" : R --f R,, (n even, n > 2) are not stable effective epics in either of the categories IL, E, G (as always R,, = C"(~)/ntip,,).
As was said in the introduction, this question was affirmatively answered in the case n = 2 (see [S] ). We do not prove the following two lemmas since their proofs are identical to the easy first part of the proof of [8, Theorem 31.
Lemma. Let n be an odd number. Then t" : R + R (see Example 0.2) would be a stable effective epic in C (C = lt, [F, G) iff for every k E N, for every C-closed ideal I and for every g E C"(lR') we had that:
(
s), g(R) -t", t" -sn) implies that there exists h E C"(m") such that f(X, t) -h(x) E Cl,(l(~, t) + (g(x) -t")).
Lemma. Let n be an even number, Then t" : R --t R20 would be a stable effective epic in C (C= il, [F, G) iff for every k E N, for every C-closed ideal IC C"(ll?')
and for every g E C"(lRk) such that for every Q E mR, @(g(a)) E I we had that (i) and (ii) We split the proof of Theorem 3.3 in five parts: 3.3.1 through 3.3.5.
Proof that existence holds for C= li if n is either odd or even
Let I be any ideal and ge C"(@) (if n is even our hypothesis allows us to take g E C"(lRk) such that for every Q e mRzO, @(g(z)) E I, but this is not necessary in this proof). Take f E C"(Rk+') such that f(.%?,
t)-f(%,s) E (I@, t,s)+ (g(Z)-t")+ (P-s")). This means that there exist rE IN and functions a;($ t,s)E Cm(Rkt2), v)J.EI (lsjlr), b(X,t,s), c(~,t,s)~C'~(lR~'~) such that f($tt)-f(~,~)=CJ=~ aj(X,t,.s)X pj (3) + b@, t, s)(g@) -t") + C(X, t, s)(t" -s").
Call T, the 'Taylor expansion in the variable s at s = 0' ring homomorphism.
Analogously, T,,, means 'expansion at t = 0, s=O' and T, 'expansion at t =O'. Applying T,,, to the equality above, we deduce that, in the ring C"(Rk)[[t,s]] we have (T,fK% 0 -(T,f)(%s) = Cg_, (T,,,aj)@, t,s)qjW + (T,,,b)(% t,s)(s(N -t") + (T,,,c)@, t,s)(t" -9)
. Let w be an nth root of unity in C. We can now evaluate both sides of this equality at s = wt. We obtain the equality 
(7;f )@A t) -(r,f )N at) = C (T,,,aj)R t, at). pj (IT-) + (T,,,b)(X t, at). (g(X) -t").
It follows that (a) The series (l/n) CwEa;, (T,f)(x,ot) is equal to S(.Z, t") E C"(lF?)[[t]] for certain SE C"(K?)[[t]J (S has real-valued functions as coefficients).
( So, adding both sides of (3) over every cu E G;n (taking into account (a) and (b)) and dividing by n yields
By Lemma 0.6, we can choose functions S,kj, IEC~(~??~+') such that (Tts)(% f) = S(% 0, (Tt kj) = iuj (% 0, (T,f)(X, t> = L(Z, t).
In view of (4) and (S), the function p(x, t) =f@, t) --s(.T, t") -i k;($ t)~j(~) -@, t)(g(R) -t") j:= 1
is ffat at t=O. We now consider two cases depending on the parity of n.
n odd. n being odd and p flat at I = 0, the function q(X, t) =p(,T, t"") is smooth.
Then calling d(& t) =s(& t) + q@, t), we have from (6) f(;r, t) -d(2, t") E (I& t) + (g(Z) -t")).
From Lemma 0.7 it now follows that the function h(K) =d(&g@)) is such that f(Z, t) -h(R) E (I(_% t) + (g(K) -P))
. n even. From (6) we obtain P(il;, 0 +p@, -f)
.I-("% t) +_gz, -t) r kj (3 t) + kj (2, -t) = -.________ _ 2 2 c 2
Vj (3) J=I ,(Z, t> + /(cc, -t>
(7) - 2 (g(x) -t") -.
s(Z, t").
Call p&?, t) = +(p(%, t) -i-p@, -t)). The function g(Z, t) =p& j t / "n) is smooth since p. is flat at t = 0; and since p. is an even function, q(~, t") ==po(R 1). Calling d(X, t) = s(,F, t) + g(X, t), it follows from (7) that
I-(.% t) -+-f(X, -tj
-d(x, t") E (I(%, t) -t (g(x) -tn)).
Let h(x) = d(_%, g(x)
). In the same way as in the case n odd, it follows now that .f(X f) +m -t) 2 -h(n) E 
(I(& t) i-(g(x) -P)).
But now, being n even it follows from our hypothesis (setting s= -t) that m, t) -I-@, -t)
E (I(% t) + (g(Z) -f")).
This finishes the proof of 3.3.1.
Proof that existence holds for C = G
Let I be any ideal of local character and gE C"(Rk). Take f E C"(Rk+') such that f(_~, t) -f(z,s) E Cl,(I(X, t, s) -t (g(R) -t") + (t" -s")).
Assertion 1. Let (jsO, to) E Z(I(X, 1) + (g(K) -t")). Then there exists a neighborhood W,,,,, of (Go, to) in @+" and lXO,,,@) E C"(lR') such that there exists a function wXO, ,(.%, t) E (I(5 t) + (g(x) -t")) whic~z equais f(.% t) -IX,,, !,(x) for (2, t) E WzO, r0.
Proof. Case 1. g(ZO) #O. In this case we have that the function g(X)"" is defined and smooth in a neighborhood of a=~~ (Notice that if n is even the conditions g(xe) #O and (x0, to) E Z(Z (& t) + (g(B) -t") 
(% t) -f&s) = Cl=, aj (X, t, s) (oj (x) + 6(x, t, s)(g(R) -t") + c(X, t, s)(t" -s") in a neighborhood
of (x0, 0,O) instead of all of lRk'2. 13
Assertion 2. If n is odd, for each &E Z(Z) there exists exactly one to E IF! such that (x0, to) E Z(f@, t) + (g(n) -t")), basely to = mj. If n is even and -ii, E Z(I) is such that &(x0) >O, there are two to's: to= t'm,>. In this case, WXO,fg, WXt,,+,, lzO,lI, and i z,), + can be chosen in such a way that I1 ",,,) = lJ0, +,, say II",,,, = h,,, W,,,,, C_ Rk x R,,, u<,,, ," c_ @ x k, and f(% t) -h,(X) equal an efement of (I(A?, t> A-(g(l) -t")) in W,,, bi" Kc,, -In*
Proof. The only thing we have to prove is that in the case n even, IXO,I, and iXO,_to can be chosen to be the same, the rest being easy. Take y1 even, the two couples (x,,, to), (zO, -t 
,) E Z(l(x, t) + (g(a) -t")) (to > 0)
, and consider the function l,,, frr E C"(R") given by Assertion 1, defined in WzO,tO. Setting s = -t in our hypothesis it follows that, in a neighborhood of (zc, to),
+(f (X, t) -f (2, -t)) equals an element ~7 E (I@, t) t (g(x) -t")).
Taking a smaller WXO,I, we can assume both equalities below to hold in Wx,,,t,:
f(x,t)-~Z,lJ.@ = w%&t,(%t)
(where wzo, ro is the function given by Assertion 1. Both vro,to and q are in (1(x, t) c g(x) -t")). Then, the equality +
(f(X, t) +f(x, -t)) -lxo,t,(~) = I,v,,,,(x, t) -a(.~, 1)
holds in WX,,,,. Let us say that 
_fo, +(f(,V, t) -f(x, -t))
equals an element of (I&, t) + (g(X)-t")) (taking a smaller W,,,,, if necessary).
(& t) -Ixo,t,(~) equals an element of (I(%, t) + (g(z) -t"))
. This is what we wanted to show. Cl
Assertion 3. If (TO, to) E 2(1(X, t) + (g(R) -t")), there exists a neighborhood U,, of x0, h, E C"(lRk) and vxO E (I(& t) + (g(X) -t")) such that the following equality holds for (x, t) E Ufti, x fR: _I-(% t) -h,,(n)
= Y&z, t).
Proof. From Assertions I and 2 we know that for (X0, to) E Z(i(X, f) + (g(n) -f")) there exists a neighborhood Wx,,to of (,Q, t) (if II is even and t,>O, two neighborhoods of (x0, to) and (,i& -to), respectively W,,, and W,, +) and a function h,,(x) E C"(R") such that for (X, f) E WY,,,,, (for (X,~)E Wzo,I,U W20,_4, if R is even and t, >O) 
f(,?, t)-h,,(x) equals an element q E(I(x, t)+(g(X)-t")).
Then the function q(x, t) =f(x, t) -/Z,(X) -~(2, t) vanishes in a neighborhood
of ();b, to) (in a neighborhood of (~a, r,) and &, -&) if n is even). Having in mind that to = fm, it is readily verified that there exists a neighborhood W) -t") ). This finishes the proof of Assertion 3. Cl Let us return to 3.3.2: From Assertion 2 we know that for every ,?e EZ(I) if n is odd and for every x0 EZ(I) such that g(XO)rO if n is even, there exists a neighborhood Ux, of &, and h,,E C"(Rk) such that f(z, t)-h,(X) equals an element of (1(x, t) + (g(n) -t")) in U,, x ii?. The proof is finished by glueing the h4,'s with a partition of unity.
UXO of ~a in If? such that in U,, x R, q(% t) = I@, t)(g(T) -t") for certain I(% t) E C@'(iRk+'). Then, in EIFO x IR, f(X, t) -h,(@ =r@, t) i-I(%, t)(g(%) -t"> E (I(,$ t) + (g(
Proof that existence does not hold for C= 1F if n>2.
Let k = 1, n > 2 and p(x) E C"(R) = Cm(@) be any function flat at zero and positive for x#O. To fix ideas we can choose p(x) = e-1'x2. By Lemma 3.5 below (with i= 2) there exists g E C"(R) positive except for x= 0 such that g(x)"". p(x) is not smooth (this is the point where we need n > 2). Let f(x, t) = t2 .p(x) E C"(E2) (the reason why we need t2. p(x) (and, therefore g2'"(x). p(x)) and not t. p(x) is that we need f to be even in the variable t). We will see that 
,(x)/g'(x) E C"(R).
By Lemma 0.6, there exist functions pI E C"(R) which are even, of compact support and for each 1, qr = 1 in a certain neighborhood U, of the origin such that Notice that f,(x, t) Cm-CO converges to f(x, t). We have f,(x, t) = t2b,(x, t) x (g(x) -t")+d, (x, t) . Since d, is flat at t =0 (and even in the variable t if n is even),
(x, t") -q,(x, s") E ((t" -s")) (as may be seen using Lemma 0.7) it immediately follows that f,(x, t) -f,(x,s) E ((g(x) -t") + (t" --s")), and since f,(x, t) -+ f (x, t)
we see that f(x, t) -f (x, S) E Cl,(g(x) -t", t" -s"), i.e., we have shown (a) to hold.
Now we deal with (b). Suppose there exists h E C"(R) such that f(x, t) -h(x) E
Cl&g(x)-t"). In this case (recall that g was taken positive for x#O) we have
This completes the proof of 3.3.3.
3.3.4.
Proof that uniqueness holds for C= F
Take a closed ideal 15 Cm(@) and h(R)ECm(Rk). Assume h(B)ECIF(I(%, t)+ (g(R) -t")).
We have to prove that h(R) EZ. To do this (I is closed) we use Theorem 0.1. It suffices to check that 7"0(h) E T,,(Z) for &, EZ(I). In the case n even, we have from our hypothesis that @(g(R)) EZ for every Q E miR," which implies that g&o) 2 0 for x0 E Z(I). We have two cases: (i) g&,0) #0 (g(X$o) > 0 if n is even) and (ii) g&o) = 0.
(i) In this case, m is a smooth function in a neighborhood of x0. It is thus easily seen that T&(/z) E T,,(I).
(ii) Notice that, since g&o) = 0, it follows that (X0, 0) is a zero of (I($ t) + (g@) -f")).
Again from Theorem 0.1, we know that T
,,(h) = T,,,,(h) is the Taylor expansion at (q,, 0) of certain f E (I(& t) + (g(z) -t")), i.e., T,,(h) = TX",,(f). Let us say that
f(~,t)=Cj_~
ai(X,t)~i(R)+b(z,t)(g(R)-t")
for certain ai,b~C"(R"+'), 
h(R) = C si(5 t")~;(n) + U(17, t")(g(K)-t") +p(~, t"). i= I
We now have two cases:
(a) n odd. In this case, we replace t = m in (*) and obtain (Ti, g(K) ). Since p is flat at &, 0) and g&o) = 0, it follows that T,,(h) E 7"0(Z). 
h(Q-Ci=, si(z,t)vi(R)-u(.T, t)(g(R) -t) -p(~, t)
vanishes for tr0 and is, therefore, flat at t =0 and so, in particular, it is flat at (x~, 0). Since g&J = 0, replacing
) is also flat at x00), and so,
T,,(h) E T,,(Z).
This finishes the proof of 3.3.4.
Proof that uniqueness does not hold for C= lt and C= G if n>2
We have two cases: (a) n odd. Let n be odd, n>2, I=(e-l'"Z)~C" (R) and h(x)=~ee-l'x'ECm(R). We are to show that h(x) E (1(x, t) + (x-t")) -while clearly h(x) $1. It suffices to show that there exists b(x, t), C"(R') such that pe-1'x2 = t e-"X* + b(x, t)(x-t").
And, to do this it suffices to show that the function b(x, t) = e-'/x2(yg t) x-t" defined for x# t" extends smoothly to R2. Now
t).
Of course, the first factor is in (extends to an element of) C"(R). And so does the second factor, as is readily verified. (Hint: the function q(x, t) has a positive lower bound: (i) it does not vanish at any point since the function (1-(t/F)') =
(1 -t/5). q(x, t) considered as a function of t/G has the only (simple) zero t/i/==.
(ii) q(x, t) tends to +cx, as t/v tends to co. Now, for x#O, the second factor is C". So, it has to be shown that its derivatives tend to zero as (x, t) tends to (0, to) (to E W.)
This finishes with the case n odd.
(b) n even. Let n be even, n>2, Z= (e-I"*) c C"(R) and h(x) =p.
e-1'X*. We are to show that h(x) E Z(x, t) + (x2 -t") -while h(x) $ Z since n > 2. (In this case (n even) we have to fulfill the condition @(g(x)) E Z for every ,Q E mR,O. But we have taken g(x)=x' and so, e(g(x))=OEZ for QE~~,".) We will show that there exists b(x, t) E Cm(lR2) such that p+ eel'"' = 2 t . e-l'"' + b(x, t)(x2 -t"). It suffices to show that the function b(x, t) = ec1'X 2 (p-?) X2-P defined for x2# t" extends to a be C"(R2). Now, x2 _ p = ((1~j4/y2 _ (,2y2) n/2 = (jX14/n _ t2) .ig, (IX14/n)(n/2-i).
t2(f-1) and so, for 0#x2 # t", -1/x* b(x9t) = ,x,4/n~(ri/2-I)aeE;$ (t2/lX14/n)'-l *
The proof now follows in the same way as in the case n odd (~(x, t) = c;:: (P/lxl"n)i-> 1).
Since finitely generated ideals are of local character, this finishes the proof of 3.3.5, and also finishes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0
We now prove the lemma we used in 3.3.3. This lemma was inspired in an example given in [9] of a function f, flat at x= 0, and f > 0 in R,0 such that m is not smooth. ( ( e-"P(l") e-"P("') + &(x--I/#)) EC"(R).
(i) The function g, is positive in Z, = (1 /(r + l), (r + 2)/(r(r + 1))) and null outside Z 7.
(ii) The interval Z, does not contain any element of the sequence {l/Z},, N other than l/r.
(iii) l-l,"=, Z, = (O,+). Let go be a function C" in IR,e such that g,((O, 11) = 0 and go is positive for x> 1. It is easily verified that the series g = C,"=, g, represents a smooth positive function defined in the set of positive reals. It is also easy to see that all the derivatives of g tend to zero as x tends to zero so that the formulae g(0) = 0 and g(-x) =g(x) (x> 0) define a smooth function throughout R. It is clear that the function gl as well as all its derivatives vanish at x= l/r for lfr. Then, at x= l/r, g(x) and its derivatives are equal to g, and its respective derivatives.
We will show that the second derivative of the function a(x)= [g(x)]"". p(x) at the point x= l/r tends to infinite as x tends to zero. This will finish the proof. Since g'(l/r) =0, we have at(+) =;[g(+)]ci-n"". g"(+) . p(i) + Lg(i)li". P(i).
The second term tends to zero. Let us analyse the behavior of the first term, which equals (i-n)/n Since i<n, this clearly tends to infinite as r tends to infinite. 0
